
Dear Howard, 	 11/5/72 Jerry's 11/1 indicates a carbon to you in his asking acknowledgement of the return of your Itek study. If you are interested in It& and do not know its connections, you should. I think there are passages in The Wer 'onspiracy. If not there is something I have read recently. I presume this relates to what has never interested me much except as a matter of record, their pictures stuff. 
I'll not be aneeerine Jerry. If and when I think some prodding or provoking will do him some good I might, but not when he is ireational. As you know, I'd told him I have no objection to his having a copy of ey foundations file but want its literary use preserved. I objected only to his sneakiness. He admits this ("I did not specifically LsicJ tell you at the time because I knew it ,mould only antagonize you further...) and assume that in beinE right I am wrong. He persists in inventing fictions that seem to comfort hie and pretenses that are childish, as that if he finishes the index I'd not know or get a copy from someone other than him if not from him. His letters about that file are quite contrary to his present aUnisoions. 
Whatever he has to add he didn t think of including in what he returned, despite his proclamations of purity and cooperativeness. It would, of course, be good to have for the completeness of the file and any writing based on it. I also have much to add that is relevant but is filed under other subjects. . 
If he askes you later and if he does not ask me, I'd like at least one extra copy of the typed index. He ig,Rilet on my suggestion that he eeve you the cards. Such an index can never be completi 5n cards for there is always saucing to add. e typed copy soon becomes a mess. I would also have :41aG suggestions about whom would like or could use a copy. You have i'laey's address. She is one of whom Jerry may not think. Be should also ask Both if he does not have hal Verb's aadress. I shudeer to think of eeeline use- ful getting into sick Lifton'e hands. 
If he ever does a Watergate and ITT index, I'd like it. We are making a rudimentary card file on WG only but are including a few thing; not stactly WG in it, not ITT. It will be a card on the name of the person and the date of first muntien only for there really is notice fo. thie. I believe this is the benchmark of a very bleak era ahead. And I just may see if I can do soeethine about what seems to involve no. I do sorrow when I see good minds and decent intentions wasted or put to counter- productive pursuits, as I regret what must be the consequence to the frustrated like Jerry. You will find him bullheaded, unyielding, and if there is a dispute inclided to sullf-riehteouness and generally determined to go his own way. he just does not engage in dialogue and I have never seen agy real self-analysis or self-criticism or willineness to consider, in advance or after the fact. If he can be reached except by expressions of .force, I can recall no instance. Even in persona]. conduct. he craves attention and noes childish things to get it, like dumping his luggage in the middle of the livinereem floor so everyone will have to be aware of it (and him), I n,ver did completely break thin up. I got his junk out of the way by noising it myself, either to where he'd sleep on onto the hearth if he were using it. 1lb sometimes had material in with his clothing, was never organized ebou& to have a separate container for it. For this reason rather than intended stealing I'll never know whether some of the stuff I can't find is mixed up in his mess. He may have some WG stuff I don't, so I'll be glad to see his index. Although I doubt it is "dimwitted", h: is right in saying that I am "taken in". By more than him. But this will not end because it is from a way of life that will not change. I don t want it to. I don't think there is anything to be gained by your trying to reason with him about anything now. He's going to have to sweat things our for himself, learn for himself, get hurt more on his own -learn the harder way for a while - before, if ever, he sits - down and tries to sort things out and eut his head together. heanwhile, I better off for the increased detachment, from him and especially Gary and Sylvia, neither of whom have responded to what I've sent you. I'm content. I've met ey obligations as I see them. Of course I'm not content about what I interpret thin to mean about them. But about that I can do nothing more.. I've veeb staying too busy on what is essentially non-productive but necessary, going over things for the Ray writ repeatedly. For the moment I have that cleaned u). Until there are nom drafts and perhaps a hassle with Jud to straighten him up. he will blow this is he doesn't. I have written hie an undeestatee letter he well fine ezaeeerated but I've not read it. I'm hoping Lil will find time and intestinal tolerance. Jest regards, 



11/1/72 

Dear. Harold, 

You are quite right. I must be a schmuck for even bothering to 
answer your letters. 

I told you from the beginning that I had an interest in those files, 
and that I wanted to copy them before they were returned to you. I took it upon myself to copy them before I returned them to you, because 
you had never, even in your anger, raised any objection. I did not 
specifically tell you at the time because I knew it would only antagon-
ize you further, and I was tired of reading your shrill letters. 

Yes, Harold, I am a sneak devoid of ethics. That is why I told Jim that I was indexing those files, and. that he should let you know 
that I would send you a complete copy when I was finished. I can only say sneakiness "should be made of sterner stuff," to quote Shakespeare. Incidentally, my files are supplemented with much that was not 
in the clippings you had, so I suggest that poliMMONamrHoward 0 hold up on what it a big job until he has XRNK a copy of mine so that he doesn't unnessecarily duplicate what I've done. I am about 80% finished with the file, and expect to have it finished and typed within a month. 
I will send you as many copies as you wish, and you can distribute them to whomever you see fit. 

Just a little added word. If I am as deceitful, dimwitted, schmucky, etc. as you allege, then you must be a bit dimwitted yourself for having been taken in for all those years. In addition, if I am all of those things, then I'd suggest that you pay no attention to the index I send 	• you as it will undoubtedly be lace&with errors and false information designed to confound and mislead you. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. As another example of my sneakiness and deceit, and so that 
I can further lead you astray, you're also welcome to a copy 
of the index I intend to make of the Watergate and ITT affairs, 
should you desire it. 

cc: Howard Roffman (Howard, I'd appreciate if you'd akknowledge 
receipt of your Itek study so that I know you got it). 


